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My Exterior Environment Idea - 
Bilwig’s Shack and Farm

Inspiration - http://tinyurl.
com/pjkpwvu http:
//tinyurl.com/q98n8jp 
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My 2015 New Year Resolutions on a Neck 
of a Guitar 



James Hodgkinson

Bouncy Ball 
Animation

● Pros
○ The modelling of the objects weren’t difficult
○ Kept to my original IPD 
○ Animating the balls was easy and fun to do

● Cons
○ All the object pivot points were at x,y and z 0 so it was 

hard to animate the balls
○ I forgot to keyframe every time I made an adjustment to 

an object
○ Rushed a bit
○ Broken part of the table moves before heavy ball touches 

it
● Improvements

○ Make sure I apply keyframes whenever I make an 
movement or adjustment to an object, camera, light, 
etc…

○ Work on my timekeeping to meet a deadline carefully, 
instead of rushing to meet it

○ Use Graph editor to adjust motion curves of the broken 
part of the table, so it won’t move before impact



James Hodgkinson - Blast Off!!! 

● Pros
○ The particle effects look decent for a first attempt
○ The motion of the “fuse” looks very nice 

● Cons
○ The character disappears before the explosion 
○ The explosion looks weak
○ The character’s movement isn’t smooth
○ Ran out of time
○ Rushed

● Improvements
○ Make the explosion look more realistic, by messing around 

with the properties of the null and the hypervoxals 
○ Animate the character to fly off the screen instead of just 

disappearing
○ Improve timekeeping so I can meet the deadline with a 

great animation



The Magic Trick

James Hodgkinson 

● Pros
○ Magician moves there wand very life-like
○ Lights give a stereotype stage light effect

● Cons
○ The smoke clips in the render, and shows the box and magician it’

s supposed to cover, this is because the camera can not figure out 
where the objects in the scene are

● Improvements
○ Make sure that the smoke effect doesn’t clip in the render, by 

moving the smoke effect closer to the camera away from the 
objects that they are clipping

○ Add more to the animation like add a sign at the beginning or end 
of the animation, adding curtains to open/close the act, or add 
something random or unexpected to surprise the audience


